In this table 0X and 02 are the tem peratures a t which the structure change commences and finishes, according to Mr. Rodwell's results, c denotes the mean specific heat of the substance between t and 1 for tem peratures below is the specific heat for tem peratures beyond 02; and X -is the heat absorbed by the unit w eight of the sub stance in consequence of modification of structure. The relative accuracy of certain results and some probable conclusions are finally discussed. y i n . " (I.) O n a T a n g e n tia l P r o p e r ty o f R e g u la r H y p o e y c lo id s a n d E p icy clo id s.
(II.) O n T h e o re m s r e la tin g to th e R e g u la r P o ly h e d ra w h ic h a re a n a lo g o u s to th o se of D r.
M a tth e w S te w a rt on th e R e g u la r P o ly g o n s ." B y Henry M. Jeffery, F .R .S . R e c e iv e d J u n e 3, 1882.
(A b stract.)
I . On a Tangential Property of Regular Hypocycloids and Epicycloids.
1. The following theorems will be established :-(A.) The product of the perpendiculars draw n from all the cusps in each of these roulettes on any tangent is a function of the perpen dicular only, which is drawn on the same tangent from the centre of the fixed circle, on which the roulette is generated. Consequently (B.) The sums of the cotangents of the angles w hich any tangent to the roulette makes w ith the vectors draw n from the cusps to the point of contact is a function of the cotangent of the angle made by the vector drawn from the centre w ith the same tangent line, and of the perpendicular drawn from the centre.
2. These propositions are extended to spherical geometry, and th e ir dual forms stated both for planim etry and spherics. 3. A proof will be Hence derived for two general theorems on regular polygons given by Dr. M atthew Stew art (Props. 39, 42), of which many others are special cases.
4. These propositions will first be elucidated by examples. In the case of the regular hypocycloids, we may consider them as. referred to line-cooi'dinates, the polygon of reference being formed by joining the ( r i )cusps. 
Consequently by differentiating w ith respect to 0 (the inclination of a perpendicular on a tan g en t to the initial line) in the several cases on both sides (Besant, " On R oulettes," § 7) -
where di s a constant, and < *2, . . . * denote the angles made by tangent w ith the vectors from the cusps and centre.
5. In the epicycloid the same polygon of reference is used. Consequently, if n = 1, cot «1 = 3 c o t«, W -2, cot aq + cot <*2 = 4 cot
The general theorems will now be established.
6.
L et these perpendiculars from the cusps be expressed by tan gential polar coordinates, when the initial line is draw n from th e centre to a c u sp :-
The artifice used by G regory in a kindred-question ( " M ath.
1882.] On H y p o c y c l o i d s , Epicycloids, and Polyhedra.
■ " voj iii p 145) is here adopted. L et x*+ 'i/= p, 2xy-a" Cotes' theorem £ thereby applicable to determine the product. The expression,, which is closely allied to the expansion of cos n0, is given m Todhunter's " Theory of Equations," p. 183.
Since
(1 -z® 2) (1-^2) = l + y *~™ if we take the logarithm of both sides, and select th e coefficient of
It is also necessary to obtain the ascending seriesif n be an even integer, n -1 i * ^ (aj2* + y 2") = 71 e r
. 2 . 3 .4\2
n(n3-1) /a^n~s' 1 . 2 . 3 \2.
+
if n be an odd integer. 7.
The polar tangential equations to the regular hypocycloids epicycloids are and where a is the radius of the fixed circle, and bears to the radius o f the rolling circle the ratio n: 1 (Besant, " On Roul If we take tlie upper sign, and write sin where (w-2 ) x = w ( |-^\
n p7 M2_ / 2) l V~*+ .
Hence the general theorem is established for hypocycloids.
n-4 T he series ends w ith the term involving p 3 o r p 4, according as n is odd or even, as may be seen by examining the expansion of cos nO in an ascending series.
8. The equation to the regular epicycloid is
Where ( -+ 2 j * -» ( g + * } ?
Hence the form ula for this epicycloid is
By reversing the order in expanding cos nd, it appears that no term s involving p 2, p , p° occur.
12. Proof of S tew art's theorems. Since the formulae of § 6 are general, they apply to a parallel line, on which the perpendiculars are drawn. (A.) Let there be a regular polyhedron of (») faces, inscribed in a sphere of radius (a). If from the summits and centre there be drawn
• p n, p perpendiculars on any plane (exterior to the solid if (m) is odd), the sum of the (ra)th powers of the perpendiculars from the summits is a function of the perpendicular from the centre.
2(i?r)m =2( I
This formula is applicable to all five Platonic bodies, if m be 1, 2, 3 ; if m be 4, 5, and not larger, it is restricted to the dodecahedron and icosahedron.
(B.) Under the same conditions as in (A ), if there be taken any point, whose distance from the centre is (v), the sum of the (2m)th powers of the distances of this point from all the summits will be a function of its distance from the centre.
2. Following the analogy of plane geometry, I propose to consider a group of five surfaces, whose orthogonal projections are the tricuspid and quadricuspid hypocycloids, and which have the property, th at the product of the perpendiculars drawn on any tangent plane from all the summits of one of three regular polyhedra (which are cuspidal points on those surfaces), is a function of th a t perpendicular only which is drawn on the same tangent plane from the centre of the sphere circumscribed about the polyhedron.
These three surfaces are defined by tangential polyhedral coordi nates referred to the three first of the regular polyhedra.
By generalising the results of examination in each case of the regular polyhedra, it is found th at the continued product of the per pendiculars drawn from all their summits on any plane may be thus expressed in terms of th at drawn from the centre-P1P2 • • .
-_ i _ n a y -2 + . . . The first factors denote the three edges, which are conjugate double lines, the last a tricuspid hypocycloid.
( 2) Let 7 =<5, or the surface be intersected by a plane AOB, which passes through the edge AB, and bisects the edge CD perpendicularly. This would give the sections of greatest and least cu rv a tu re ; another such section superimposed vertically would give a clear conception of the siirface.
The surface consists of six lobes, which are arranged in pairs, each pair being touched by the same asymptotic cone.
The edges of the asymptotic tetrahedron are conjugate lines, as is also the great circle at infinity.
7.
In the same way the other surfaces are discussed and exhibited The property (B ) of Memoir I has its analogues on this group of sur faces and their duals.
